Market Diversification

Woodland Scenics doesn’t stop at railroad
scenery. This company offers product lines
to satisfy a broad and diverse clientele.

Diversify — Don’t Let Dust Settle on Your Sales
Is your store the hobby shop in town where people go for everything associated to just trains, or is it the hobby shop where customers can get trains, RC cars and airplanes, supplies for Pinewood
Derby, school projects, crafts and other hobbies — anything and
everything? If you aren’t diversifying the product offering in your
hobby shop, you just might be losing valuable sales, even more
importantly, valuable customers.
Niche shops are fun and unique, but they cater to such a small
segment of the population that most of them must be located in
large metropolitan areas to succeed. People like choices, and that’s a
bottom line. If they don’t find what they need in your hobby shop,
they will find it elsewhere and spend their money elsewhere. With the
hobby and craft markets being strong, now is a smart time to diversify
the products in your hobby shop, as well as venture into new forms of
media and advertising. Many hobby shops are feeling the affect of the
Internet and its wide world of choices.
Hobby shops with larger square footage and larger budgets can certainly work at diversifying the product lines they stock, but what can
you do if yours is a small shop with limited space and a much more
conservative budget? Try my suggestions to begin stocking new
products and ignite stagnant sales.
Check Your Inventory and Drop the Dusty Stuff
If your shelves are stacked with items that have been sitting there for
too long, it is a good sign that they’re not your better sellers. Have a
sale and dump them as soon as possible. Use the money you get from
the sale to order new products. If you drop an old product and a customer comes in and wants it, just order it. S/he will usually wait.

The diorama above was
made to demonstrate Stonehenge as
it is today and as it was hundreds of
years past. Several
Scene-A-Rama items
from Woodland
Scenics were used,
including the
Sculpting Kit,
ReadyGrass
Sheets and a few
elements from the
new Building &
Structure Kit.The
penguin habitat
diorama was enhanced
with Scene-A-Rama Winter Effects.

Educate Your Staff and Customers
Make sure your sales staff knows the features and benefits of all the newest
products in your hobby shop. Most manufacturers are more than happy to help
educate dealers about their products with informative white papers, brochures,
Web information and more.
Start with Small Quantities of New Products to See How They Sell
Order just two to four of each of the new items that you want to stock in your
store. If they sell in a reasonable time frame, order more. If they don’t, check to
be sure that you and your sales associates are informing customers about these
products. If they still don’t sell, dump them and move on to the next line.
Integrate
Mix it up by developing ways to incorporate products from different product
lines and manufacturers. Students who need to create a mask for a school assign-
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The all inclusive Scene-A-Rama Mountain
Diorama Kit from Woodland scenics quickly
establishes the terrain that students could
use to create a realistic Bald Eagle Habitat,
an architectural model background, a scenic
waterfall location or any mountainous scene.

ment might purchase Plaster Cloth, but
make sure to stimulate their imagination by showing them your diverse supply of other
materials — sequins, beads, feathers and paints — in
other areas of your hobby shop. Give the student ideas,
opportunity, diversity, choices and a wide selection.

Woodland Scenics is a leader in model scenery, and many
of them have children. When you stock the new Scene-ARama product line from Woodland Scenics, make sure to
tell them that the line was created especially for students
doing school projects. Then they’ll know ahead of time
that it will produce excellent, realistic dioramas.

Out of the Box Advertising
You don’t have to spend a lot of money to advertise your
Pay Attention to the Latest
new products. If you are selling school project supplies,
Trends in Hobbies and Crafts
such as the new Scene-A-Rama school project line, ask
Going to trade
your local school if
shows and watching
you can distribute flythe do-it-yourself
ers with the informashows on TV are
tion. Make up a few
good ways to find
dioramas and display
out what is hot. Do
them near your cash
your research on
register, along with a
market trends. Be
school project discount
proactive. Ask your
on Scene-A-Rama
customers what they
products. Make
want to see. Maybe
posters and put them
they’ve always
in your window. Hold
wanted you to carry
a Mt. Vesuvius volcano
a certain product
demonstration in your
but were too timid
hobby shop. Again, be
PineCar Racer Basic Kit has nail-type and one-piece axles. Chassis Weights give proactive. Get to those
to say anything.
Maybe they thought it an authentic look. Drago Decal gives that edge to help win the craftsmanship
potential customers in
ribbon, and PineCar’s Body Skins are a clean and odorless alternative to paint.
just wasn’t your niche.
every way you can.
Move your standbys by adding a wide variety of
Tie In New Products From Tried-and-True
hobby and craft products. You’ll almost certainly realize a
Companies for Add-On Sales
boost in sales, bring in new customers and establish yourMany manufacturers are also learning the sales power
self as the hobby shop to visit for the latest and best suppotential of diversity. Most modelers know that
plies in all the hobby and craft categories. HM

Items like this interesting clay pot and flat stone can be a big boost to many school projects. Students can replicate
Native American ceramic relics using Woodland’s Scene-A-Rama Sculpting Clay and lots of imagination.Woodland’s
comprehensive Scene-A-Rama Building & Structure Kit includes a variety of materials to create tepees, stucco buildings, bridges, corrugated metal roofing and more. Draped over wadded newspaper and wetted, Scene-A-Rama Plaster Cloth can create almost any form.
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